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“The phase of pioneering is already over, we need to convince the entire industry to become more 

sustainable, and that is why we support strongly the Travelife initiative. It is a very recommendable 

one as it will expand the application of good practices throughout the industry in Europe. We are 

pleased to see already the commitment of tour operator associations from the UK, The Netherlands, 

Belgium, Germany and Italy” 

 

Eugenio Yunis UN-WTO at Travelife launch event - ITB Berlin, March 7, 2007 
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1. Tour Operators and Sustainability  

 

Tour operators and travel agencies play a central role in the tourism industry. As intermediates 

between tourists and tourism businesses, they influence the choice of consumers, practices of 

suppliers and the development of destinations. This unique position enables travel companies to 

make an important contribution to sustainable development and the protection of the 

environmental and cultural resources of tourist destinations.  

Key operating areas where travel companies can integrate sustainability practices are:  

 

▪ Internal management (e.g. resources management, office supplies and social policies). 

▪ Product development and management, by planning tours and selecting holiday package 

components that minimise environmental, economic and social impacts. 

▪ Contracting with suppliers, by integrating sustainability principles into the selection criteria 

and service agreements of suppliers. 

▪ Relations with destinations, by supporting destination stakeholders’ efforts to address 

sustainability issues, and financially contributing to conservation and development projects. 

▪ Customer relations, by providing information on the environmental and social aspects of the 

product offer, responsible behaviour (e.g. code of conducts) and sustainability issues in 

destinations. 

Travel associations have an important role to support and co-ordinate their members’ activities 

towards sustainability.  

A common international approach can save costs, duplication of efforts and confusion within the 

supply chain.  It creates a level playing field, clear standards and expectations and will avoid 

´greenwashing´ and a negative image for the sector at large. In order to reach such common 

approach, committed trade associations in co-operation with leading NGO’s and universities in 

sustainable tourism took the initiative to develop a common sustainability system making use of 

and integrating existing experiences and tools.  

During a common project (2004-2007) an integrated set of instruments and tools were developed 

and tested by a broad European partnership including: ANVR (NL), ABTA (UK), ECEAT (NL), Leeds 

University and UNEP. Financial support was provided by 

the European Union LIFE programme.  In 2007 the 

Travelife system was launched at the ITB Berlin.  
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2. Travelife 

Travelife is the leading training, management and certification initiative for tourism 

companies committed to reaching sustainability.    

Operating your business in a socially and environmentally friendly manner makes good business 

sense!  Both consumer and business demand for sustainable products is growing and the public 

wants to know how you manage your business. Companies ready to get to work on sustainability 

will therefore score better on customer satisfaction, staff motivation and business efficiency with 

positive effects for their competitive advantage.  Sustainability management is all about 

commitment and consistent sustainable business practices. This includes your products , how you 

monitor and manage your impacts, and how you support your suppliers on their road to 

sustainability.  

The Travelife initiative is based on the central role of tour operators and travel agents in the tourism 

supply chain. Their unique position between suppliers and buyers enables them to influence 

consumer demand, procurement policies and the development  of destinations. This allows them 

to contribute significantly to sustainable development and environmental and cultural protection 

in destinations. Travelife aims to offer  companies the knowledge, solutions  and tools to implement 

positive change within their businesses and their supply chain. Travelife offers two separate but 

interrelated sustainability systems, aimed at travel companies and accommodations: 

Travelife for Tour Operators and Travel Agencies 

The Travelife system for Tour operators provides online training and practical tools for sustainability 

planning, management and reporting. The training and  tools are suitable for companies of any size 

and cover all management fields of the travel business including office operations, supply chain, 

destinations and consumers. Upon compliance with the Travelife standard for Tour operators and 

Travel agencies, the travel company can obtain the “Travelife Partner” or ‘Travelife Certified’ status.  

The Travelife management requirements comply with ISO 14001 and EMAS III standards. The 

performance requirements include the full set of ISO 26000 and OECD Corporate Social 

Responsibility guidelines which include labour conditions, human rights, environment, biodiversity 

and fair business practices. Travelife works closely with the industry to introduce and promote the 

scheme. Already more than 25 national travel associations promote Travelife among their members. 

Travelife for tour operators is managed by ECEAT, a not-for-profit organisation based  in The 

Netherlands.  
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Travelife for Hotels and Accommodations 

Operated by ABTA, the British Travel Association, this system helps hotels and accommodations 

manage their social and environmental impacts and communicate their sustainability achievements 

to customers. Using a simple online checklist, hotel managers can check their sustainability 

performance, get feedback and monitor their progress. By complying with the requirements of the 

sustainability criteria, Hotels will receive a Travelife Bronze, Silver or Gold award, allowing them to 

proudly display their award status on their websites, stationery and in their properties. To date 

nearly 17,000 accommodations  worldwide have registered with the Travelife Sustainability System, 

1,500 have completed an independent audit and more than 1.000  have achieved a Travelife award.   

Already more than 200 tour operators including TUI, Thomas Cook and Kuoni use Travelife to 

monitor their contracted hotels and accommodations. Via the websites and brochures of 

participating tour operators, consumers can view and book a Travelife-awarded property. This 

Travelife system is managed by Travelife Ltd., a company under ownership of ABTA, the UK travel 

association.  

 

 

 

Tour operators supporting Travelife  

Travelife has been established with the support of leading tour operators and travel associations 

and is supported by a growing number of tour operators including very large (10.000+ staff 

members) and very small operators (3 staff members). Some of the leading brands working with 

Travelife include the following.  
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2.1 Travelife Principles 

 

The Travelife methodology and tools are developed in close consultation with the business sector, 

taking into account recent developments and lessons learned in other sectors: Travelife has been 

designed according to the following principles:  

▪ Transparent, comparable and accountable: one uniform system for travel companies 

consisting of one common set of standards and implementation process, ensuring consistency 

and comparability of audits and allowing sector wide benchmarking.  

▪ Sector wide : applicable to both small and (very) large companies and covering all types of 

travel companies including inbound, outbound and retail travel companies. 

▪ International: global availability of online tools in multiple languages. 

▪ Development oriented: a step by step  approach to help companies and their suppliers 

implement the Travelife standard gradually.  

▪ Knowledge-based: Travelife integrates learning to develop knowledge and skills for travel 

companies, accommodations, activity and excursion providers and consumers. 

▪ Supply chain oriented: taking into account the  supply chain of travel companies including 

transport, accommodation and excursion providers.  Offering easy tools to evaluate, manage, 

share and communicate supplier performances. 

▪ Efficient:  a common database of suppliers creates efficiencies and avoids duplicating audits. 

Data are shared between participants. 

▪ Unified communication: sector-wide logos and messages for communication in travel 

companies’ promotion materials.  

▪ Realistic and practical: criteria and actions based on what travel companies (can) do.   

▪ Triple bottom line: integration of the full set of sustainability issues: environmental, social and 

economic. 

▪ State of the art: integration of major global standards and guidelines: EMAS III (including 

tourism sector reference document), ISO 14001, ISO 26001, Global Reporting Initiative, OECD 

standard for multinational companies.  

▪ Recognised: certification standard for tour operators recognised by the Global Sustainable 

Tourism Council (GSTC) on the basis of the GSTC criteria.   

▪ Collaborative: Travelife enables involvement of relevant stakeholders and destinations. The 

standards are supported by and developed with businesses, NGOs and  governments. 

▪ Not for profit: Travelife runs on a cost basis, all income will be used to manage and improve 

the system and tools.  

 

 

http://www.bsci-intl.org/our-work/engaging
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2.2 Trade associations 

A growing number of national travel associations promote Travelife among their members 

Travelife is supported by ECTAA, the umbrella organisation of national travel agent and tour 

operator associations within the EU. Also a growing number of non-European associations have 

signed a partnership agreement and are promoting sustainability among their members. Travelife 

has become the common sector wide and internationally supported system, used throughout the 

industry. This creates a critical mass, establishes a ‘level playing  field’ and avoids confusion within 

the supply chain and among consumers. 

National travel associations that embrace Travelife 

Country Travel Association 

Austria  ÖVT 

Bulgaria  ABTTA 

Brazil BRAZTOA 

Croatia UHPA 

Czech Republic ACCKA 

Cyprus ACTA 

France      SETO 

Germany ASR 

Greece HATTA & SETE 

Italy FIAVET 

Kyrgyzstan KATO 

Latvia ALTA 

Nepal TAAN 

Netherlands ANVR 

Poland PIT 

Sweden  SRF 

Tajikistan TATO 

Turkey      ALTSO 

United Kingdom ABTA                  
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Signing of partnership between Braztoa and Travelife 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signing of MoU between European (ANVR, ABTA, ASR) and Thai (ATTA, TEATA) travel associations   

International travel associations that embrace Travelife 

In addition to a growing number of national travel associations also regional associations are 

supporting Travelife, including ECTAA the European umbrella association of national travel 

associations and PATA, the Pacific Asian Travel Association. Travelife has in Partnership with PATA 

established an Asian working group of to Travelife committed tour operators working on common 

regional standards (e.g. for different types of excursions) and training materials (e.g. for guides). 

Asian Travelife members will be invited to join this working group (meeting two times per year in 

Bangkok) and will directly profit from it’s developed tools.  
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3. Travelife Tools 

Travelife offers an integrated set of tools to guide you towards sustainability: 

• A state-of-the-art training package including online training modules, practical examples, and 

examination leading to a  personal certificate.  

• A sustainability management system based on international standards including 6 steps: 

engagement, baseline assessment, policy statement, action plan & implementation, monitoring 

& reporting and communication.  

• An online action planning tool to help you turn engagement into concrete steps and 

responsibilities. 

• Online reporting and benchmarking tool to report your sustainability policy to your 

association, communicate your efforts externally and compare your sustainability achievements 

with those of your colleagues;   

• Company certification based on international sustainability standards..  

• B2B matchmaking services to link Travelife-Partner companies with each other and with 

sustainable suppliers worldwide.   

• An online Hotel Sustainability System to assess the sustainability performance of hotels and 

promote well-performing hotels to your customers;    

• A coordinated  Destination approach as methodology to work in partnership with other travel 

companies, NGOs and local stakeholders towards more sustainable destinations. 

• A state of the art award winning Carbon Calculator for travel packages including international 

and local transport, accommodation and activities in one single tool.  
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3.1 Training 

 

The Travelife Training provides you with the knowledge and skills to effectively introduce 

sustainability in your company.   

The courses is based on the practical experiences of front-runner European travel companies and  

leading educational institutes. One of the basic Travelife requirements is the training and personal 

certification of the appointed company sustainability co-ordinator  The course and examination are 

also open to other staff, students and other interested professionals.  

The training is available in several languages and has been tailored to different countries and  types 

of travel companies such as tour operators (incoming & outgoing) and retail travel agencies. 

   

Training content  

During the training you will learn: 

 

▪ How to make and implement a sustainability mission statement, policy and action plan; 

▪ How to improve your internal sustainability management (e.g. how to ‘green’ your office and 

how to treat employees fairly); 

▪ About the sustainability impacts of your accommodation, transport and excursion providers; 

▪ Actions you can take to improve sustainability of your suppliers; 

▪ How to positively motivate your customers to make more sustainable choices during their 

holidays.  

To provide you with inspiration and insight, the training is enriched with more than 200 best 

practice examples of what other companies have already done successfully.   
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Personal certification 

The training leads to an online exam and provides successful candidates with a personal Travelife 

certificate. You will be able to prepare yourself for the exam with ‘informal’ exams in order to test 

your knowledge. After you have passed the exam, you will get access to the action planning and 

reporting tools.  
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Destination trainings  

In addition to online trainings Travelife provides on a regular basis classroom trainings in key 

destinations. Meanwhile more than 40 trainings have been provided in 30 countries.  

 

Sustainability for Tour 

operators training,  

May 2011, Nairobi - 

Kenya 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sustainability for Tour operators training,  

October 2012, Bangkok 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kathmandu, Nepal 2013  
 

        Krakow Poland, 2014   
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3.2 Management & reporting  

 

The Travelife management system supports the effective integration of sustainability in 6 

steps: 

 

1. Engage your company, including the appointment of a Sustainability-coordinator; 

2. A basic evaluation of sustainable aspects in your company; 

3. Development and implementation of a sustainability policy; 

4. Develop and implement an action plan; 

5. Monitoring of the action plan; 

6. Reporting on sustainability activities and achievements. 

 

The management system is in line with international standards and guidelines such as EMAS III (the 

European Eco Management and Audit Scheme, the ISO 14001 environmental management system 

and the international ISO 26000 guidelines for Corporate Social Responsibility. 

 

Action Planning  

The Travelife action planning tool is an easy online tool to support the planning (who, what, 

when) and implementation of concrete actions.  

You can formulate your goals, engage the right people  and create a time-plan. After completion 

you have a clear overview of your road  towards sustainability. The action plan can be downloaded 

as a PDF. 

While the tool provides a wide range of measures you are able to select actions that match your  

business activities and type of suppliers. Over 200 measures are grouped under different themes, 

such as: 

 

▪ Internal management; 
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▪ Supply Chain management (accommodation, transport, activities); 

▪ Destinations; 

▪ Customer Communication. 

The measures are suitable for small as well as (very) large companies and are based on what other 

travel companies have already implemented successfully. To inspire you concrete examples are 

provided of how other companies have achieved  the suggested actions and measures.  

Reporting and benchmarking 

The Travelife reporting tool supports you to evaluate and report on your sustainability 

achievements. 

The online reporting tool provides a clear overview of the most relevant actions and measures and 

is in line with the action planning tool. Travel companies can create an internal sustainability report, 

or an external report for their travel association and/or Travelife for recognition. This also provides 

associations with the possibility to monitor their members’ progress and to benchmark their 

members over time, with each other or with other associations.  

The reporting tool supports the communication of your sustainability achievements with a printable 

PDF report. The reporting standards are in line with the EMAS III tourism sector specific standards, 

the Global Reporting Initiative tour operator supplement and the Global Sustainable Tourism 

Criteria (GSTC). 
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3.3 Carbon management 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

         

         Winner 2017 UNWTO  

Award for Innovation in  

Research and Technology 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

CARMACAL is a user-friendly application which allows tour operators and other businesses to 

measure the complete and detailed carbon footprint of their tour packages, enabling the 

integration of carbon management into their daily operations. See this short video with tour 

operator interviews on why the travel sector should use CARMACAL. 

For effective integration of CO2 in tour operator decision making, next to data on turn-over, profit, 

customers, etcetera, you need a detailed carbon calculator that enables you to combine CO2 data 

with volume and financial data. You want to be able to find the accommodations with the lowest 

emissions, the most efficient airline or flights (on all scheduled flights), to know the emissions for a 

wide range of transport modes including occupation rate, to assess carbon intensive tourism 

activities, and be able to find the distance between any two places on the globe easily.  

              

 
   

 

 

https://youtu.be/OOaIhzw897E
http://www.cstt.nl/News/CARMACAL-Winner-WTTC-Tourism-for-Tomorrow-Award-2016!/49
http://www.cstt.nl/News/CARMACAL-winner-UNWTO-Award-for-Innovation-in-Research-and-Technology/57
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Current calculators fail these requirements, as they mostly do not offer more than one emission 

factor for accommodations, have only general emission factors for transport modes, and are 

frequently centered on one element of tourism: either air transport or accommodation. 

 

Unique level of detail 

With CARMACAL, tour operators are now able to measure and manage every carbon footprint 

aspect of their products in detail. The carbon footprint of flights is specified up to the level of airline 

and type of plane, for all scheduled flights available. CARMACAL differentiates the footprint for 25 

modes of transport, 21 emission-intensive activities, and gives exact distance calculations. 

Accommodation carbon footprints are calculated on an individual basis for some 550,000 

accommodations worldwide. For other accommodations, 20 different types with individual emission 

factors are available 

Easy web-based application 

Watch this YouTube CARMACAL tutorial to see how the carbon emissions of a tour are calculated. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSTbFJjGVYI 

 

 

 

http://youtu.be/RSTbFJjGVYI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSTbFJjGVYI
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4.  Working with suppliers  

The sustainability of your travel company largely depends on the environmental and social 

impacts of your suppliers.   

To fully achieve your sustainability goals you can support your suppliers with incentives for good 

practices, communicating why your company has chosen to set certain standards and by 

demonstrating the value of sustainability management. 

The tourism supply chain  is complex and consists of many different suppliers including transport, 

accommodation and activities, each delivering  a small part of the holiday product.  An individual 

approach of each supplier would cost much time and resources.  To motivate and evaluate suppliers 

it is more effective to work jointly with other travel companies by communicating unified standards 

and  by sharing evaluation and audit results. 

Travelife facilitates such a common approach by offering a range of training, communication, 

evaluation and information sharing instruments. They allow you to effectively approach and 

motivate suppliers towards sustainability. These are already available for accommodations and 

international business partners.   

As a tour operator you will have to separately subscribe to the "Travelife for accommodations"  tool. 

For more information please download the following brochure. 

  

4.1 Partner agencies  

International business partners play a key role in making your supply chain more sustainable. 

Outbound operators are crucial in product design and in communicating about sustainability and 

sustainable products towards the consumer. Inbound operators are key in local product 

development (matching supply & demand) and communicating sustainability throughout the local 

supply chain. Outbound and inbound operators need each other’s  engagement and commitment 

in order to create a more sustainable supply chain.  

Training and reporting 

Travelife offers online sustainability tools to engage and evaluate your international  business 

partners.  For example, they can take part in a Travelife training  and report on basic sustainability 

requirements. Incoming operators can provide access to their sustainability report  towards their 

international business partners.   

In a growing number of destinations Travelife also offers local support programmes including ‘on-

site’ training opportunities. As Travelife member you will be well in advance on upcoming 

programmes in order to invite your local business partners.  

  

http://www.travelife.org/Hotels/documents/Travelife_Tour_Operators_Brochure_19%20August_2012.pdf
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Information portal  

Outbound tour operators are able to source already committed inbound business partners through 

the Travelife online match making tool.  
 

 

 

4.2 Hotels  

A. Travelife for Hotels   

The Travelife sustainability system for hotels provides support, advice and tools to help 

(your) accommodations to improve their sustainability performance and cash-flow. 

The Travelife Sustainability System for Hotels and accommodations supports travel companies that 

are committed to working in partnership with their suppliers.  Through a web-based facility  you 

can evaluate and compare the sustainability performance of your hotels, thereby avoiding the need 

to collect data and audit hotels individually.  

Through the online system hotel managers can check their sustainability performance, get feedback 

and monitor progress. By complying with the requirements of social and environmental criteria 

hotels will receive a Travelife Bronze, Silver or Gold award, based on an independent inspection, 

allowing them to proudly display their award status on their websites, stationery and in their 

properties. 

Hotels benefit directly from cost savings and gain a competitive advantage by marketing their 

business as Travelife awarded in the tour operator brochures and websites.  

Benefits for tour operators 

 

▪ You can motivate and encourage your accommodations to engage in sustainability through the 

Travelife for Hotels and Accommodations website; 

▪ The tools are available in many languages, and can be applied for your global operations;  

http://www.travelife.org/Tourism_Business_New/home.asp
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▪ You can evaluate and compare the sustainability performance of your accommodation 

suppliers;  

▪ You can offer your customers a sustainable choice by indicating the Travelife Award in your 

promotional materials;  

▪ Certified hotels can be promoted to consumers via the Travelife collection, a platform featuring 

all Travelife awarded hotels. Consumers will be linked to your book platform in case you offer 

the hotel.  

Travelife awarded Hotels  

Contracting already Travelife certified hotels is an easy way to make your supply chain more 

sustainable.  

The Travelife Collection provides you with an up-to-date overview of Travelife certified hotels. It 

includes hotels from destinations worldwide with relevant details on facilities and services.  

 

 

 

http://www.travelifecollection.com/
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B. Global Overview of Certified Accommodations  

To support tour operators in sourcing already in sustainability certified hotels Travelife for Tour 

operators has established a database with more than 6.000 certified hotels globally available. They 

can be searched through online and linked to internal management systems of OTA’s and other 

marketing parties.  
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4.3 Excursions and activities  
 

 
 

Travelife has developed a growing number of excursion standards in close partnership with expert 

organisations, such as standards for animal activities, visiting local ethnic communities, marine 

activities, mountain activities, etc.  

 

Tour operators are able to evaluate their excursion providers on the basis of these standards 

through the Travelife online reporting system. Excursion providers can share their performance 

and commitments with their partners if they wish to do so.  

 
 

4.4 Destinations  

 

Travelife supports a coordinated approach between international tour operators and 

destinations aiming to improve sustainability within destinations.  

A collaborative initiative of tour operators, local governments and accommodations can be a very 

effective approach towards more sustainable destinations. Experience shows that 20-30 % of hotels 

are interested in becoming certified if it is recognised and rewarded by tour operators.  

Travelife Destination initiatives are currently taking place in Italy, Austria, Turkey, Egypt, Thailand, 

Kenya, Dominican Republic and Brazil. In each destination a local Travelife co-ordinator is appointed 

to motivate and support local tourism suppliers (incoming operators, hotels, excursion providers) 

towards sustainability. At the same time participating outbound tour operators inform their 

partners in the destinations about the available support and upcoming training events. As a tour 

operator you can sign up as participant for one or more destinations. Associations can support the 

destination approach by actively informing and engaging their members or to take responsibility 

for the co-ordination of one or more destinations.  

Global overview of sustainable destinations  

In partnership with Green Destinations Travelife has established a data-base of more than 1.000 

destinations with their sustainability credentials. From each destination more than 80 indicators are 

collected. Destinations are rated and benchmarked on the basis of 10 key themes. Travelife 

members have access to this information. This will help them to consider sustainability criteria in 

the selection of destinations and to support destinations their efforts towards improvements.  
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5. Certification  

The Travelife certification programme provides you with a state of the art and affordable 

certification standard to evaluate, prove and communicate your sustainability achievements.  

The Travelife certification programme follows a three-stage approach.    

Stage 1: Travelife Engaged 

In the first stage the company commits itself and introduces the appropriate management 

procedures. An appointed Sustainability Co-ordinator obtains the personal Travelife certificate and 

elementary steps and good practices are implemented. During this ‘engagement’ stage the 

company itself is not rewarded yet 

 

Stage 2: Travelife Partner 

Based on a sustainability report and compliance with basic requirements assessed by Travelife, the 

company will reach the Travelife Partner status. This status enables the company to communicate 

its sustainability commitment and achievements with the support of the Travelife Partner logo. The 

company is now qualified to work step-by-step towards the final  stage.   

 

 

 

Stage 3: Travelife Certified 

In the third stage, the company’s compliance with the international Travelife standard for travel 

companies will be evaluated by an independent auditor based on an on-site assessment. The 

requirements are stronger than the basic requirements of the Travelife Partner stage. Successfully 

completing the third stage will be awarded with the Travelife Certified status. 

With your Travelife Certified award logo you can communicate your excellence in sustainability to 

your clients and other stakeholders.  
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5.1 International standard  

The Travelife Certified standard offers you a ‘one-stop-shop’. The standard integrates both 

management and performance criteria and is based on leading international sustainability and CSR 

standards and guidelines: 

UN-WTO   Tour operators’ Initiative supply chain management manuals 

EMAS III   The EU Eco Management and Audit Scheme   

ISO 14001   Environmental management  

GRI    Global Reporting Initiative, tour operator supplement  

GSTC    Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria   

OECD    Guidelines for multinational enterprises 

ISO 26000   Corporate Social Responsibility Guidelines and principles  

Global Compact  The UN Global Compact principles  

 

 

                      

 

                      

 

As shown in below overview, Travelife combines system characteristics of these leading standards 

and adds a number of unique features to them. 

Recognition  

The Travelife Certified standard for tour operators and travel agents is recognised as aligned with 

the Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria for hotels and tour operators by the Global Sustainable 

Tourism Council (GSTC). This means that standard includes globally agreed minimum elements to 

ensure sustainability. www.gstcouncil.org  

  

http://www.gstcouncil.org/
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5.2 CSR themes  

The standard helps travel companies to manage a comprehensive range of themes and issues 

including as well the sector specific sustainability themes (based on GSTC) as well as general 

Corporate Social Responsibility themes (based on ISO 26000):  

 

▪ Energy efficiency and conservation 

▪ Water and waste management 

▪ Greenhouse gas emissions 

▪ Labour practices  

▪ Human rights  

▪ Community relations 

▪ Ecosystem conservation 

▪ Cultural impacts  

▪ Health and safety  

▪ Fair Business practices  

▪ Customer protection  

▪ Animal welfare  
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5.3 Reporting fields  

The 233 Travelife criteria and measures include the relevant management areas of a travel company. 

 

Management area Criteria theme 

General operations  
• Sustainability Management 

• Legal requirements, 

• Fair business practices 

Office and retail operations  

• Labour practices and human rights (office and retail) 

• Environment (office 
and retail) 

o Procurement  
o Water  
o Energy 
o Waste  
o Training and awareness raising  

• Community relations 

Supply Chain  Management  

• Transport  

• Accommodations  

• Excursions and activities  

• Local partners and representatives  

• Guides & group leaders  

Destinations • Destinations 

Customers  
• Awareness raising and motivation  

• Customer rights 

 

Each theme is represented by a number of voluntary and mandatory criteria:  

 

Theme 
Total 

criteria  

Voluntary 

criteria  

Obligatory  

criteria  

1.  Sustainability management and legal compliance  33  3  30  

2.  Social policy & human rights  24  4  20  

3.  Environment & community relations  65  20  45  

4.  Partner agencies  15  8  7  

5.  Transport  10  7  3  

6.  Accommodation  18  5  13  

7.  Excursions  17  9  8  

8.  Tour leaders, local reps. & guides  10  3  7  

9.  Destinations  11  6  5  

10. Customer Communication & protection  30  9  21  

Total 233 74 159 

 

 

Three types of mandatory criteria are distinguished:  
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▪ Criteria related to compliance with legal and industry regulations 

▪ Management criteria (require implementation of specific management measures and processes 

including training and capacity building) 

▪ Performance criteria (require minimum sustainability performance from the company) 

 

Theme 

Criteria  type 

Legal and 

industry 

requirements 

Management 

criteria 

Performance 

criteria 

1. Sustainability management  

    and legal compliance  
4 18 8 

2.  Social policy & human rights  13 2 5 

3.  Environment & community relations  9 9 27 

4.  Partner agencies  3 1 3 

5.  Transport  0 0 3 

6.  Accommodation  1 2 10 

7.  Excursions  1 1 6 

8.  Tour leaders, local reps. & guides  2 0 5 

9.  Destinations  2 0 3 

10. Customer Communication & protection  3 0 18 

Total  38 33 88 
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6. Participation strategy   
 

Travelife offers travel companies a 3-stage approach towards sustainability linked to different 

membership packages: 1) Travelife Engaged; 2) Travelife Partner; 3) Travelife Certified  

Stage 1. Travelife Engaged   

During the engagement stage the sustainability coordinator learns about the relevance of 

sustainability for the company.  He will learn about the concrete steps to take. He can evaluate the 

company based on the Travelife best practices and create his own improvement plan. He will also 

be able to link up with Travelife-Partner and - Certified companies and establish new business 

relations. 

Included in the package 

▪ Access to the Travelife Training and exam for a sustainability co-ordinator. 

▪ Access to the Travelife best practices and tools.  

▪ Guidance on improving the company sustainability performance. 

▪ Travelife action planning tool.  

▪ Travelife reporting tool for internal reporting. 

▪ Travelife self-evaluation tool indicating its present status. 

▪ Access to Travelife partner and certified companies.  

Stage 2. Travelife Partner 

During the implementation phase the sustainability coordinator establishes the basic management 

principles of the company: mission statement, policy, action plan.  He will also have to implement 

basic best practices which take little effort but will provide direct and motivating results (quick wins).  

After reporting the achievements to Travelife and a desk-audit by the Travelife technical team, the 

company will receive the Travelife Partner status. This provides the ideal starting position to 

continue step-by-step towards certification. 

Included in the package 

All benefits of Stage 1 plus:  
▪ Access to the Travelife Training and exam for 10 staff members.  

▪ Use of “Travelife Partner” logo (based on compliance with Travelife basic standards). 

▪ Travelife ISO 14001, EMAS III and ISO 26000 compatible management system. 

▪ Access to the Travelife certification tool to start working step-by-step towards compliance with 

the certification standard .  

▪ B2B featuring of the company and products to all Travelife Engaged, Partner and Certified 

companies.  
 

Contribution for the Engaged and Partner level  

 

▪ Small companies (< 25 full-time employees), 200 Euro per year  

▪ Medium companies (> 25 full-time employees), 300 Euro per year   

▪ Large companies (> 100 full-time employees), 400 Euro per year  
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Stage 3. Travelife Certified  

The Travelife Certified status is the most comprehensive and rigorous of the three stages and 

provides an international recognition for the companies´ excellence in sustainability. Based on 

compliance with the Travelife certification criteria the company can request for an independent 

third party assessment. The company will be evaluated during an onsite audit based on 

international standards. After compliance it will receive Travelife Certified status as proof of 

internationally recognised high sustainability performance.  

 

Included in the package 

All benefits of Stage 2 plus:  

▪ 2 yearly on-site company audit to confirm Certified level. 

▪ Use of the internationally recognised “Travelife Certified” logo in all promotional materials and 

website(s). 

▪ International promotion of the company for its excellent sustainability achievements.  

Contribution  

The cost of third party certification depends on the size of the company and ranges between € 400 

for smaller and € 2.000 per year for larger companies. These costs include the fees for the auditor. 

Travel and subsistence cost for the auditor are additional and are based on an economic cost basis. 

Auditors usually come from the country or region where the company is based.  

 

 Company seize   
< 5 

FTE’s* 

   5 - 25 

FTE’s 

25 - 100 

FTE’s 

100 - 250 

FTE’s 

> 250 

FTE’s 

Yearly 

contribution** 
€ 400 € 750 € 1250 € 1600 € 2000 

Maximum number 

of locations and 

brands*** 

2 2 2  3  4  

Standard audit man 

days 
0.5 0.75 1   1.5  2  

*   FTE = Full Time Employees (number of full time staff members) 

** Excluding travel costs. Selected auditors will as much as possible come from the region. Cost are calculated based 

on economic travelling.  

*** In case the company has more than the mentioned maximum number of locations and / or brands (counted 

together) more audit days might be required than indicated in the table. Calculations will be done based on 

international auditing requirements. The yearly fee for an additional auditing day is 520 Euro. 
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Mr. Taleb Rifai, UNWTO Hands out the 

“Travelife Certified”  award to Jane Aston 

from TUI-UK in the frame of WTM 2014.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs. Janet Salem (UNEP) & Mario Hardy (PATA) hand out the “Travelife Certified”award to EXO Travel 

and Khiri Travel.  

 


